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We define a family of parameter learning methods for
probabilistic program systems (PPSs) [1–10] that per-
form stochastic gradient ascent using sample-based es-
timates of the gradient. These algorithms are specified
in terms of the interaction between a back end B and
a probabilistic program P, which is treated as a black
box computation. The result is a language-agnostic
infterface for learning of probabilistic programs. The
described methods can be used to perform both varia-
tional Bayes (VB) [11–13], which approximates a pos-
terior distribution, and empirical Bayes (EB) [14, 15],
which maximizes the marginal likelihood with respect
to the prior hyperparameters. Moreover, EB estima-
tion is equivalent to (upper-level) policy search [15, 16]
in programs where the exponent of the reward takes
the place of the likelihood [17, 18].

In this abstract we are interested in algorithms that
combine inference with learning. As a motivating ex-
ample we consider a program (see Figure 1), written in
the language Anglican [7], which simulates the Cana-
dian traveler problem (CTP) domain. In the CTP, an
agent must travel along a graph, which represents a
network of roads, to get from the start node (green) to
the target node (red). Due to bad weather some roads
are blocked, but the agent does not know which in ad-
vance. The agent performs depth-first search along the
graph, which will require a varying number of steps,
depending on which edges are closed, and incurs a cost
for the traveled distance. The program in Figure 1 de-
fines two types of policies for the CTP. For the policy
where edges are chosen at random, we may perform
online planning by simulating future actions and out-
comes, also known as rollouts, and choosing the ac-
tion that minimizes the expected cost. Alternatively
we may learn a policy that, after an initial training pe-
riod, can be applied without calculating rollouts. To
do so we consider a deterministic policy for which we
learn a set of parameters (the edge preferences).

Structural operational semantics for probabilistic pro-
gramming languages typically specify the result and
associated probability for each elementary step in an
execution. We here specify an interface between a
stateful computation P, which performs all determin-
istic steps in the execution, and a back end B, which
handles 3 types of events: 1. sample signifies that
the back end must supply a value for a random vari-

able 2. learn is the same as sample, but additionally
indicates that this is the back end must learn hyperpa-
rameters for the distribution on the random variable.
3. factor assigns a probability to the execution.

We write θb for the random variables in a program
P that are considered parameters and za for all other
random variables. Here a ∈ A and b ∈ B are unique
identifiers, also known as addresses, in sets A and B
that can vary from execution to execution. We as-
sume that factor statements have computable densities
wc with c ∈ C. A program P then defines a density
πP(z, θ) = γP(z, θ)/Z, where

γP(z, θ) :=
∏
a∈A

fa(za |φa)
∏
b∈B

fb(θb | ηb)
∏
c∈C

wc.

Here, the run-time densities fa(· |φa) and fb(· | ηb) for
each variable may vary from execution to execution,
and it is assumed that their dependency on previous
random variables is not known to the back end.

We define the density of a variational program Qλ as
the unconditioned variant of P in which learned vari-
ational parameters λb replace run-time parameters ηb

pQλ(z, θ) :=
∏
a∈A

fa(za |φa)
∏
b∈B

fb(θb |λb).

We now define the inference semantics of an impor-
tance sampler that targets γP by proposing from pQλ :

• Initially B calls P with no arguments P()

• A call to P returns one of four responses to B:

1. (sample, a, f, φ): B samples za ∼ fa(· |φa).
Execution continues by calling P(za).

2. (learn, b, f, η): B samples θb ∼ fb(· |λb),
registers wb = fb(θb | ηb)/fb(θb |λb) and calls
P(θb).

3. (factor, c, w): B registers wc and calls P().
4. (return, v): P terminates, returning v.

Repeated execution of P through this interface re-
sults in a sequence of weighted samples (w[n], θ[n], z[n]),
whose importance weight w[n] is defined as

w[n] := γP(z
[n], θ[n]) / pQλ(z

[n], θ[n]) =
∏
b∈B

wb
∏
c∈C

wc.
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(defquery ctp
[problem base-prob make-policy]
(let [graph (get problem :graph)

start (get problem :s)
target (get problem :t)
sub-graph (sample-weather graph base-prob)
[path dist counts]
(dfs-agent sub-graph s t (make-policy))]

(factor (- (or dist inf)))
(predict :path path)
(predict :distance dist)
(predict :counts counts))))

(defm dfs-agent
[graph start target policy]
(loop [path [start]

counts {}
dist 0.0]

(let [u (peek path)]
(if (= u target)
[path dist counts]
(let [unvisited

(filter
(fn [v] (not (get counts #{u v})))
(adjacent graph u))]

(if (empty? unvisited)
(if (empty? (pop path))
[nil dist counts]
(let [v (peek (pop path))]
(recur (pop path)

(assoc counts #{u v} 2)
(+ dist (distance graph u v)))))

(let [v (policy u unvisited)]
(recur (conj path v)

(assoc counts #{u v} 1)
(+ dist

(distance graph u v)))))))))))

(defm make-random-policy []
(fn policy [u vs]
(sample
(categorical
(zipmap vs (repeat (count vs) 1.))))))

(defm make-edge-policy []
(let [Q (mem (fn [u v]

(sample
(learn [u v] (gamma 1. 1.)))))]

(fn policy [u vs]
(argmax
(zipmap vs (map (fn [v] (Q u v)) vs))))))

Open Probability = 1.0 Open Probability = 0.9

Open Probability = 0.8 Open Probability = 0.7

Figure 1: A Canadian traveler problem (CTP) implementation in Anglican. The function dfs-agent walks
the graph by performing depth-first search, calling a function policy to choose the next destination based on
the current and unvisited locations. The function make-random-policy returns a policy function that selects
destinations uniformly at random, whereas make-edge-policy constructs a policy that selects according to
sampled edge preferences (Q u v). By learning a distribution on each value (Q u v) through gradient ascent
on the marginal likelihood, we obtain a heuristic offline policy that follows the shortest path when all edges are
open, and explores more alternate routes as more edges are closed.

This importance sampling protocol allows us to per-
form black box variational inference (BBVI) [12, 13,
15], which optimizes a lower bound Lλ on logZ

Lλ = EpQλ [log γP(z, θ)− log pQλ(z, θ)],

= logZ −DKL(pQλ(z, θ) || γP(z, θ)/Z) ≤ logZ,

by calculating a sample-based estimate of ∇λLλ

∇̂λbLλ =
∑

n∈{n:b∈Bn}

∇λb log pQλ(z[n], θ[n])(logw[n] − b̂i),

in which w[n] is the importance weight defined above,
and b̂b is a control variate (see [12, 13, 15] for details).
We note that this estimate only requires calculation
of ∇λb log pQλ(z, θ), which is trivial since λ-dependent
terms in pQλ(z, θ) are independent by construction.

This gradient estimator can be used in 3 types of learn-
ing algorithms. In VB estimation we consider updates

λk+1 = λk + ρk∇̂λLλ
∣∣
λ=λk

,

where ρk is a Robbins-Monro sequence of step sizes[19].

In EB estimation we define the lower bound Lλ,λk in
terms of a density γQλk where the learned distribution
pQλk replaces the prior, and perform updates

λk+1 = λk + ρk∇̂λLλ,λk
∣∣
λ=λk

.

In models where wc = exp(Rc) is defined in terms of
the reward Rc, EB estimation is equivalent to policy
search, and maximizes the expected reward [15].

In summary, we have specified the inference seman-
tics for a family of learning algorithms for probabilistic
programs, in which importance sampling semantics are
used as a basis for computation of a sample-based esti-
mate of the gradient. This estimate can be calculated
in any stystem that (a) implements the importance
sampling interface defined above and (b) implements
derivatives for the density of each primitive distribu-
tion type in the language. Since no automatic differ-
entiation implementation is needed for this gradient
estimate, this family of algorithms provides a natural
“light-weight” baseline for learning in programs.
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